
The Athenian ideal as seen through the gaze of Pheidias

By the mid-5th century BC Athens had reached its zenith that was re-
flected in all domains: political, economic, cultural. Nearly thirty years 
had elapsed since the end of the Graeco-Persian Wars in which the 
Greeks won a decisive victory, bringing to the fore the leading role of 
Athens; nonetheless, the conflict left the city scarred, as it suffered dev-
astation inflicted by the Median army (fig. 1). This new page of the 
Athenian history was marked by the presence of Pericles on the polit-
ical scene of the city whose personality, perceptiveness and initiatives 
brought Athens to its apogee.

Irrefutable witness to this new spirit that pervaded the city was the 
Periclean building programme that embellished the Acropolis with mon-
umental structures whose completeness, innovation and aesthetics left 
their indelible imprint on world architectural heritage serving as unsur-
passed models. 
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Fundamental principles of 
the ancient Greek thought 
and philosophy, such as 
moderation, symmetry and 
harmony, found expression in 
this unparalleled architectur-
al creation. These principles 
were also mirrored in the 

sculptural decoration of the temple, through compositions 
whose subject matter pay tribute, on the one hand, to the 
mythological past of the city and, on the other, to events 
contemporary with the construction of the building (fig. 3).
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The most prominent architectural and artistic conception 
of this programme was the temple dedicated to Athena 
Parthenos, patron goddess of the city, widely known as 
the Parthenon (fig. 2).
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Antefix from 
Parthenon 

(drawing:E. Dodwell) 



The shown section of the Ionic frieze that adorned the temple (fig. 4) depicts an instant of the Panathenaic procession, which con-
stituted the culmination of the Great Panathenaea, an age-old festival in honour of the goddess Athena that was celebrated every 
four years at high summer. In the section young Athenian horsemen are portrayed participating in the festivities, radiating dynamism 
and self-confidence. The vigour and tranquil grandeur of men and animals reverberate the widespread feeling of confidence and 
optimism Athens was experiencing in its heyday, known as the “Golden Age”.

Through the masterly representation of such a significant event for Athens, the artistic ingenuity of Pheidias captured 
the ideal form of a society that was harmoniously structured and at the same time prosperous and vibrant, elements that 

have always comprised key principles of the democratic ideal. 

“Rather, the admiration of the present and 
succeeding ages will be ours, since we have not 
left our power without witness, but have shown 

it by mighty proofs …”

(Thucydides, Historiae, 2.41.4)*
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Figures

Detail of Block XLII (fig. 4) [photo: G. Skiadopoulou] 

1. View of the north wall of the Acropolis in which architectural members that belonged to buildings of the sanctuary destroyed by the 
Persians have been integrated [photo: G. Skiadopoulou].  
2. The Parthenon, axonometric drawing by A. Orlandos

3. The Parthenon, view of the west side (archive of the Ephorate of Antiquities of the City of Athens)
4. Horsemen from the north part of the Parthenon Frieze (Blocks XLII, XLIII, British Museum) [photo: G. Skiadopoulou]
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